**EXAMPLE SCHEDULE**

1. **1ST YEAR**
   - 1- FALL
     - Registered UP
     - Planning Methods
     - Planning History & Theory
     - GIS
     - Elective / Concentration
     - Elective / Concentration
     - Elective / Concentration
     - 18 pts
   - 2- SPRING
     - Registered UP
     - Planning Studio
     - Economics for Planners
     - Planning Law
     - Elective / Concentration
     - Elective / Concentration
     - Elective / Concentration
     - 18 pts

2. **2ND YEAR**
   - 3- FALL
     - Registered MIA
     - Consult SIPA for MIA dual curriculum
   - 4 - SPRING
     - Registered MIA
     - Consult SIPA for MIA dual curriculum

3. **3RD YEAR**
   - 5- FALL
     - Registered UP
     - Thesis I
     - Elective / Concentration
     - 12–19 pts
   - 6- SPRING
     - Registered MIA
     - Thesis II
     - Consult SIPA for MIA dual curriculum
     - 12–18 pts

# OF DOTS = NUMBER OF CLASSES PER REQUIREMENT,
# OF SQUARES = 1 UNIT OF CREDITS